why communism can win
Nearly 20,000 copies of Mobilize the
Masses for Communism have been distributed. We will dedicate the next series of dialectical materialism columns to deepening
our understanding and practice around this
line. Please read and study them with your fellow workers and let us know if they are useful.
It’s no secret that the communist movement
suffered a big defeat when the pro capitalist
forces won out in Russia and China. Some
workers and students ask why a revolution led
by ICWP won’t turn out the same way. Some
people even claim that history always repeats
itself, so that our struggle must eventually fail.
If revolution were always part of a cycle
that leads back to open capitalism, our fight
for communism would be hopeless. But this
certainly isn’t true. This column and the next
three will explain how we know when history
does and when it does not repeat itself, and
specifically how we know that the fact that socialism cannot lead to communism does not
show that communism will fail too.

New Things Do Happen in History
We all know about things that have never happened before but stick around once they do occur.
Inventions like the steam engine, cell phones,
atomic weapons, etc., were made at a certain time
and didn’t need to be repeated.
The most important cases of things that are
really new, however, are new social movements
and systems. Capitalism began in the Middle
Ages in Europe. Small manufacture and trade had
existed in ancient Greece and Rome, but that
wasn’t capitalism, because it mainly used slave
labor, not wage labor.
Capitalism first developed in individual towns
and cities of Europe. It took a long struggle before capitalists could win state power in large
countries, like England in the 1640s and in
France in the 1790s.
Communism was also new in the early 19th
century. Although ancient communist societies
existed long ago and peasant communist movements existed in Germany in the 16th Century, a
communist movement based on scientific economics and dialectics only began in the 1840s.
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Repeating Patterns
Things that are truly new do happen, but there are
also some kinds of events that occur over and over.
Wars between capitalist rivals have existed as long
as capitalism, and these wars grew into enormous
slaughters in the 20th century. Capitalist economic
crises repeat regularly: about every eight years
since 1825.
Recognizing and recording patterns and regularities like these are vital parts of scientific knowledge
in any field. But seeing patterns is only the first
stage of knowledge. Noticing that capitalist crises
keep happening does not explain why crises happen
and does not tell us whether they must happen or
could be stopped somehow.
But these issues are exactly what must be understood in order to know that capitalism can’t be fixed,
and how it can be destroyed. To fight to overthrow
capitalism we must find and use what Marx called
the “laws of motion” of capitalism, which he said
was his ultimate aim in his work Capital.
The next column will describe the all-important
laws of motion and how they differ from legislative
laws.

the law of value, part 1
Capitalism has entered an era of profound crisis. Since 2007 the working class in every corner
of the world has experienced unprecedented attacks. As giant banks fail, countries go bankrupt,
factories lose profits, and the bosses fight for their
existence by reducing wages, cutting pensions,
laying off workers, increasing work hours, waging wars for cheap resources and profit, and expanding attacks on immigrant workers, using
morepolice brutality, and racism and sexism.
This crisis of capitalism has loosened the grip
of capitalist ideology on the masses. Hundreds
of millions of workers in the world are on the
move and questioning every aspect of capitalism
and searching for solutions that capitalism cannot
provide. In the 19th century, European countries
went through decades of severe capitalist crises
and civil wars. In the midst of these crises, by
learning from the working class struggle, Karl
Marx, for the first time in histor, clearly spelled
out the inner logic (fundamental structure) of capitalism and the need to destroy it with revolution
in order to put the workers in power.
As the present capitalist crisis intensifies and
major world war looms on the horizon, it is absolutely essential that the working class, led by
our party, understand the basic laws of capitalism, as explained by Marx, Lenin, and others.

LETTERS

LETTERS

Talking to students about communism
This morning I went to three different classes
in a school to talk about the political work we do
in Central America as members of the International Communist Workers’ Party and also about
what is communism and why we are mobilizing
the masses for communism.
This was the first time that I’ve spoken openly
about communism to a group of young students.
It was exciting because I saw that many youth are
open to our line. Several of them already knew our
party and our newspaper Red Flag while for others it was the first time they were hearing about
this.
There were many questions that opened good
discussions. I was very impressed that some of the
same questions were asked in all three classes.
One of the most common was: “When we are in a
communist system, what would we do with people
who are against us?” To which a comrade and I
answered by saying that the education we’ll re-

Our understanding of how capitalism works will
advance our struggle to win the masses to communism. With this issue, Red Flag will begin a
series on the Labor Theory of Value. We encourage party members, friends, and readers of Red
Flag to form study groups and share their experiences in their work places and struggles with
others.
What is the Capitalist Mode of Production?
Capitalism is a society organized based on the
production of commodities (i.e., products) that
are bought and sold in the market place for profit.
Food, airplanes, machines, cars, natural resources
are examples of commodities. These commodities are extracted and produced by human labor.
Under capitalism, the capitalist bosses own the
means of production necessary to manufacture
these commodities, backed up by the State, with
its army, police and laws defending the bosses’
property.
The means of production are factories, machines, tools, materials, and workers’ labor
power. Under capitalism the means of production
become capital. In such a society the capitalist
boss owns the means of production and sells the
products made by workers for profit. In this
process, called capital accumulation, invested
money creates more money. This expansion of

CRITICISM AND SUGGESTIONS
ceive from childhood will be totally different. But,
even so, if there still exist people who are against
communism, we think that isolating them from the
community and embarking on a direct political
struggle with them and then reintegrating them
into the community would be a good strategy.
Also, they asked about why we fight for communism when here we have “democracy.” We
tried to answer by saying that democracy is a term
invented by the bosses to calm down the masses
so they don’t rise up, but that in reality democracy
means inequality and communism means equality.
At the end, in the last class a youth came up to
me to tell me that this interested her a lot and that
she wants to get more involved. The youth, like
me, was very inspired with this visit. It was a very
good experience, and it helped me a lot to realize
that the youth are open to our communist ideas.
--Red Youth

capital is the inner logic of capitalism. This basic
form of production takes on law-like properties;
Marx called it the Law of Value.
The owners of capital become a class, the capitalist class. They own the means of production,
but in order to realize their profit, they absolutely
depend on another class, the class that has nothing but its labor power to sell. That class is the
working class, which is the majority. The exploited working class produces the profit for capital expansion. This makes capital a self-negating
force: these contradictions of capitalism create
its own gravediggers, the working class. On the
one hand, capital exploits and dominates the
worker, but on the other hand, it relies on the vast
working class to create value. This fierce antagonism between the two classes is the foundation
of capitalism, and it creates constant instability,
periodic crises and wars. It has the potential for
revolution and establishing a communist society.
In future articles we will explain the fundamental concepts of the labor theory of value and the
general crisis of capitalism. We will look at exploitation, money, credit, the rate of profit, and
the crisis of over-production from the point of
view of destroying capitalism and replacing it
with a society without capital or money.
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Capitalism Can’t bE rEformEd
to mEEt our nEEds
In the last dialectics column we asked when
truly new things happen in history and when patterns repeat. Some people claim that history always repeats itself so that our struggles for
communism must end up like the failed revolutions in Russia and China. The rest of this series
will show that, in fact, communist revolution not
only can succeed, but represents the only way to
meet our needs.
In this column we will discuss laws of motion.
It is necessary to understand what Marx called
the “laws of motion of capitalism” if we are to
know why the evils of capitalism must repeat.
Our task now must be to change these laws of
motion by mobilizing the masses for communist
revolution.
A key feature that distinguishes a law from a
mere pattern is its necessity, constraint, or limitation. A law of nature exists when natural causes
force things to happen according to a certain general pattern.
Things that are not compatible with the law are
forced not to happen. Newton’s Second Law of
Motion, for example, says that a thing that moves
must change speed or direction at a rate that is
proportional to the force that acts on it. No other
pattern of motion is possible, that is, “allowed”

by nature.
A second feature of a law is universality: a law
is a pattern that always happens or never happens
in a specific system and under specific conditions. What always happens might be only a tendency or statistical average, like the law of
capitalism that the price of something is proportional—on the average—to the amount of labor
it takes to make it. In any case, a law is a regularity that can be relied on.
The concept of a law of nature is different from
a piece of legislation, but these things do have
something in common. The common element between laws of nature or economics and laws
made up by a government is constraint or limitation.
If the capitalist government makes a law, they
force people to obey it by threats of jail, fines or
death, even if capitalists disobey the law themselves. In physics, natural causes force or constrain the behavior of objects.
There is, however, a basic difference between
these two kinds of law. In a law of nature or economics, the constraint is not imposed from the
outside (like the cops and courts), but results
from internal causal factors.
The law of the falling rate of profit, for exam-

ple, guarantees falling profit rates unless certain
kinds of counteracting factors are present. This is
one of the laws of motion of the capitalist system,
and it results from changes in the technology of
production that are driven by competition between capitalists. Nothing outside the economic
relations of capitalism makes this law work, and
it does not apply to other economic systems.
Unlike legislation, economic and natural laws
operate whether or not we can formulate them in
a language. Marx wrote that the apparently accidental events that occur in economic competition
are actually carried out and regulated by inner
laws. These laws only become comprehensible
when many events are considered together and
carefully analyzed.
The reason that we must consider laws when
we talk about repetition in history is because they
tell us which patterns must repeat. There is no
general law that history always repeats. For particular systems, however, there are laws that determine that history does repeat in specific ways,
like the capitalist system’s law of motion that
economic crises must happen over and over
again.
The next column will deal with arguments
against the existence of the laws of motion.

Commodity produCtion:
makinG monEy or mEEtinG nEEds?
In the last issue of Red Flag we explained that
under capitalism, capitalist bosses own all the
means of production and they produce commodities that are bought and sold in the market place
for profit. The means of production are tools,
factories, and raw materials.All commodities are
products of the labor of the international working
class. Cars, houses, food, airplanes, furniture,
clothes, medical care, etc. are examples of commodities.
Vacant homes outnumber homeless people in
United States. Recent figures count at least 3.5
million homeless people and 12 million unoccupied homes. Why can’t the homeless people
legally move into the unoccupied homes? Because the banks who own them are not interested
in their use. They are interested in the rent money
or mortgage. Similarly, over 43 million people
in the US live in poverty and often go hungry.
Yet there is enough food to feed everybody in the
world.
This is a contradiction at the root of every
commodity. A commodity in capitalist society is
produced for exchange and not for use by the producers. Things are not produced for their social
needs, but rather for their exchange value in order
to make profit.
So what is exchange value?
Exchange value simply is a ratio at which one
commodity is exchanged with another. The exchange value of a commodity is determined by
the amount of labor that is required to produce it.
So we can say for example that 5 pounds of bread
equal one shirt. What we mean is that the amount
of time spent to produce 5 pounds of bread is the
same as the amount of time required to produce
a shirt. The exchange values of commodities are
expressed in the money form by their price.
Use value: Every commodity has a use: it satisfies certain social need. This is a use value. For
example, bread nourishes us and fills our stom-

achs when we’re hungry.
The contradiction: Use value and exchange
value
Now we can see that every commodity has two
contradictory, opposing aspects: use value and
exchange value. When we buy a commodity this
contradiction is not obvious or visible. But tension in a capitalist society is rooted in this fiercely
antagonistic contradiction between these two aspects of a commodity. It is this contradiction that
brings two classes – the working class and the
capitalist class — face to face with opposing interests.
Let us take a simple example of a capitalist
boss who owns a bakery. This boss has no use
value for that bread at all. You cannot use and
exchange at the same time! The boss is only interested in the bread for its exchange value in
order to make a profit. The use value exists only
for the person who buys the bread. This logic applies to all commodities.
In capitalist society, the production is for exchange, and not for its use. So why do we, the
working class not produce things for use? Because we do not have control over the means of
production. The only way for us to satisfy our
needs is to buy things with the money we get by
selling our labor for wages. So our labor power
is a commodity like any other. To reproduce it
and to survive, we need money under capitalism.
We exchange our labor power for the money we
need to buy the necessities of life. If the boss
can’t make a profit off our labor, we can’t sell it,
and the bosses condemn us to death.
In summary: Commodities have a dual nature – use value and exchange value. The bosses
are interested in the exchange value to make
profit; the working class is interested in its use
value to meet social needs. Under capitalism, the
exchange value of a commodity is primary. If you
don’t have the money, you can’t buy bread, no

$

matter how hungry you are. And the bosses will
let the bread rot in the store before they give it to
the hungry people who need it.
This contradiction is at the root of all the problems, crises and antagonisms of capitalism. How
does thise affect you, your coworkers and the
struggle at your workplace?
In a communist society, there will be no money
and no exchange value, no commodities and no
exchange. We will produce only to satisfy the
needs of the international working class.
NOTE: In the last issue, we incorrectly stated
that labor power is one of the means of production that the capitalist owns. That is true in chattel
slavery. In capitalist wage slavery, the workers
sell their labor power as a commodity.
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Bosses don’t want us to learn revolution
from history
We continue to explore the question, “Does
history always repeat or are truly new things possible?” Last issue we discussed “Laws of Motion.” Laws are universal within a given system.
They say that only certain outcomes are allowed
and, ultimately, inevitable. For example, the laws
of motion of capitalism determine that crisis must
follow crisis in this system.
The bosses want to deny that laws of motion
play any role in history. It puts their dictatorship
at risk. Hence, they come up with bogus philosophical objections.
Many capitalist philosophers even claim that
there are no real laws in nature. There are several
variations on this line (called “constructivism,”
“empiricism,” etc.), but they all represent idealism. They claim that what nature seems to dictate—what makes it seem that there are necessary
constraints in natural processes—is really just
something that human thought puts there. These
idealists recognize patterns in nature, but claim

that the “must happen” character that a law requires is not really in nature itself, just in our
minds.
Other capitalist philosophers claim that while
there are laws of nature, there can be no laws of
human history, but just a series of accidents. A famous example is the claim that Napoleon lost his
empire because of his hemorrhoids. At the battle
of Waterloo, Napoleon’s hemorrhoids hurt so
much that he avoided riding his horse onto the
battlefield and left some early decisions to his
lieutenants, who made mistakes. Those mistakes
lost the battle, so the story goes, and thus the empire. A scientific analysis of the battle is very different from this, however, emphasizing the
relative strengths and weaknesses of the French
Army and its opponents, and contingent factors
such as the weather.
History is not fully determined by laws, and
accidental or contingent causes sometimes play
an important role. When fruit seller Mohamed

Bouazizi set himself on fire in January 2011, it
triggered the revolt that overthrew Tunisian dictator Ben Ali and started the Arab Spring. Although oppression always provokes resistance,
laws do not fully determine what form this resistance will take. Mr. Bouazizi’s action was contingent, that is, not determined by the laws of
motion of politics in Tunisia.
If the “everything is an accident view” were
true, however, it would mean that people could
not make their own history, because they couldn’t
learn or use laws of economics, politics or war to
determine what must result from their actions or
what is impossible for them to do.
Next issue we will discuss the laws of motion
of socialism. These laws show that socialism
must eventually return to open capitalism despite
the best efforts of revolutionaries. That’s why we
mobilize directly for communism.

is profit made in the factory
or in the market?
In the last issue of Red Flag we learned that
every commodity contains a contradiction between its exchange value and its use value. When
we buy a commodity in a market, this contradiction is not visible. However, when we take a
closer look, we see fierce antagonisms emerging.
At the beginning of the industrial revolution in
England, rich landowners used their control of
the state to enclose the common land of the peasants, forcing them off the land and into the cities.
The former peasants, with no means of production and only their labor power to sell to the capitalists, became the working class. This process
has been repeated throughout the world where
subsistence farmers are forced off their land and
forced to sell their labor power to the capitalists
to survive.
Labor power – a unique commodity
Our labor power is a commodity that we have
to sell to survive. Just like any commodity, it has
exchange value and use value, and there is a contradiction between them. The exchange value is
the wage we are paid for our labor, mainly determined by the cost of our subsistence. We get just
enough to keep us coming back for another day
of work. But our labor power also has use value:
producing commodities for sale.
Exchange value (wages) and use value (the

work we do) are contradictory
aspects of labor power. It is
the contradiction between the
use value and the exchange
value of labor power that
makes exploitation possible.
Profit and Exploitation:
Capitalists invest money in
the means of production: machines, tools, and raw materials. Then they hire workers.
At the end of the day, they
have commodities that are
sold in the market for more
than the cost of the means of
production and wages. Now
they have more money than
they started with. How is this
possible?
It appears that buying and selling commodities
creates value. However, this is impossible. Buying and selling merely changes the ownership of
commodities. This process cannot create value.
Karl Marx solved this mysterious puzzle by
looking not at the market, but at the production
process itself. Labor creates all value. The capitalists buy workers’ labor power and use it to create value, turning raw materials into commodities

When workers seized a factory in Ireland

like furniture or bread. Labor
power is bought at its exchange value and commodities
are sold at their exchange
value. But workers produce
more value in a day than what
they receive in wages. Profit
comes from the difference between the value that we create
and the value that we receive.
Workers work longer every
day than it takes to create the
value of their labor power.
This extra labor that the capitalist does not pay for is called
“surplus labor.” The capitalist’s profit comes from selling
the product of this surplus
labor that is embodied in every
commodity. Thus, the key to capitalist profit is
exploitation of labor, taking the product of workers’ unpaid labor and selling it in the market, “realizing” a profit. Exploitation does not happen in
the market. Labor power is bought at value, commodities are sold at value. No profit is made in
these exchanges. The profit does not come from
market at all; it comes from the labor process.
Because the profit is realized in the market
place, the bosses’ culture is based on the sacred
market, and in ignoring exploitation in the
process of production. The apparent freedom to
buy and sell in the marketplace disappears in the
coercion of the production process where we are
forced to sell our labor power to survive.
In a communist society our labor power will
not be a commodity to be bought and sold. Nothing will be bought and sold; we will freely give
our labor to produce the necessities of life of the
international working class.
In the next issue of Red Flag we will expand
more on the contradiction between exchange
value and use value that results in a class contradiction between capitalists and workers. We will
talk about crisis, surplus value and profit. A question for study groups: why can’t machines create
value?
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how we workers Create the value oF breaD
Crisis and contradiction
This is the fourth article in our series on cap- that we create. It’s stolen from us! This is called
italist political economy. The last article asked surplus value. The process of working involves
Factories don’t operate in isolation. There is
why machines can’t produce value. Now we’ll paid value and unpaid value. We can represent a fierce competition among bosses and they conlook at the example of a bakery (or bread fac- the paid value, our wages or variable capital, as stantly attempt to lower the socially necessary
tory). The capitalist boss who owns this factory (v). The unpaid value is surplus value (s). Our labor time to make bread by investing in more
needs raw materials such as flour, oil, and yeast, work is the total of v and s, or v+s. Now if we expensive and efficient machinery. They use the
and machinery like ovens and kneading ma- represent constant capital (machines, raw mate- profit they make from the value we create to buy
chines. As Red Flag has explained, these are all rials) as c, the total value of the bread is c+v+s. these more efficient machines. The value crecommodities that have exated by us, the working
change value (or simply Raw materials/machines (c).
Variable capital (v)
Surplus (s) = unpaid value class, confronts us as an ex“value”). Marx calls these Value already created by
ternal force and dominates
Wages
commodities “dead capital”
us. Over a period of time, as
workers and now transWorkers create all value
ferred to the commodity
because the labor of the
more and more capital accuworkers who produced these
mulates, the bosses replace
Value of Bread
commodities is embedded in them, and “conliving capital (the workers) with dead capital
stant capital” because their value does not
To illustrate that machines don’t create value, (machinery). However, since only the workers
change.
let’s say that in our bread factory there is a create value, the stage is set for a massive crisis
Of all the ingredients required by the capital- kneading machine. This machine has a fixed that requires the massive destruction of capital
ist to make bread, the key ingredient is the cost and limited life. If the machine costs in all its forms.
workers’ labor power. We sell our ability to $10,000 and it lasts for making 100,000 loaves
This is the basis of Marx’s crisis theory. In the
work, our labor power. This is a commodity that of bread, then 10¢ value is transferred from the next article we will further examine this crisis
Marx calls “live” or “variable” capital.
machine to each loaf of bread. No value is cre- by looking at the falling rate of profit.
The value of our labor has two components. ated by the machine. Each minute the machine
For study groups: Why is the capitalist labor
When a boss buys our labor power, we produce is used, its life is reduced.
process, the production of commodities, inherall value but we receive only a portion of this
On the other hand, our labor power creates ently violent, requiring coercion and force?
value in the form of wages. Our wages are de- value over and above what we are paid. In additermined by the average amount of value re- tion, the bosses can make us work faster, and
The bosses’ share
quired for us to barely survive. This varies in use racism and sexism to lower our wages below
different countries and industries, and different subsistence and reduce or eliminate our benefits.
periods of capitalism. In other words, the boss They use the cops, the courts, and union conpays us just enough so we can come back to tracts to extract more surplus value from us. But
work the next day. But the bosses constantly de- the boss cannot make the machine work harder,
Our share
vise ways to squeeze more value out of us. The threaten it with the cops, or cut its pay or beneopposite interests of the bosses and workers fits. The boss must pay full price for the maoften take violent form in our daily struggles.
chine, and when it wears out, he has to pay full
We bake it all.
The boss keeps the other portion of the value price for a new one.

Can’t get to Communism through soCialism
Marxism has become much more popular as
the present capitalist crisis destroys the lives of
billions. Lenin had it right: this system is a “horror without end.”
In the past three columns, we examined how
“capitalism’s laws of motion” don’t allow any
other outcome. Some have mistakenly concluded
that this means history must always repeat itself.
Part of the reason people are fooled by this
stale idea is the failed strategy of fighting for socialism. But even in this historic failure lie the
seeds of communist success.
For most of the history of Marxism, the communist movement has fought for socialism, hoping that it would be a stepping-stone to
communism. But the socialist systems of the
USSR, China, and Eastern Europe, all turned into
open capitalism. These events were spread out
over a number of years, and history repeated itself. Did this have to happen or could it have been
avoided by “doing socialism right.”
We now realize that it is a law of motion of socialist systems that they eventually turn into open
capitalism. The reason for this is that socialism
is actually a form of capitalism in which the
means of production are owned by the government. Thus socialism is subject to the laws of motion of capitalism, in particular, laws about
money and the market.
Analysis of the operation of actual socialist
systems shows that their wage systems, inequalities and state organization lead to the rapid rise
of a new capitalist ruling class, which takes over
the government and the former communist party.
The political power of the working class (when

that power actually exists) can’t be maintained
against the capitalist institutions of socialism. The
new capitalist classes of different socialist countries even fight wars with each other, like the
USSR-China war in 1969, and the VietnamChina war in 1979.
Once a new ruling class is firmly in control,
socialism is no longer the best way for it to rule,
and open capitalism eventually returns. The result
is that if communists were to try to create socialism again, history would certainly repeat itself.
There is no way to “do socialism right.”
No New Ruling Class Under Communism
A central problem that faces our new communist movement is how to make sure that communism can be achieved and continue, so that a new
ruling class can never arise and restore capitalism. Analyzing the reasons why socialism can’t
lead to communism is critical for understanding
how to do this.
A major source of the new ruling class that was
created under socialism was the high income and
special privileges that the top party and government leaders had. Thus we cannot allow privileges for anyone.
This means we cannot have a wage system, either, since wages always mean that some get
much more than others. Wages also undermine
communist politics by providing a material basis
for racist, sexist, and elitist ideas.
Knowledge of the specific features of socialism that prevented it from reaching communism
is fundamental to our strategy for fighting for
communism now. Mobilizing the masses for
communism is the program for creating and

keeping communism that specifically rejects the
socialist ideas and practices that led to working
class defeat. This knowledge shows us the way
forward to communism.
In the next column, we outline specific communist answers to three other examples of the
failed socialist strategy.

ICWP has published our manifesto Mobilize the Masses for Communism. It’s available in English
and Spanish. Order your copy or
copies. Please send donations for the
costs of printing and mailing. We
also ask for your suggestions and
criticisms.

Write to : PMB 362
3175 S. Hoover St.,
Los Angeles, CA 90007
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CApItALISM’S fUNDAMeNtAL CONtrADICtIONS
LeAD tO CrISIS AND WAr
In the previous articles in Red Flag on
political economy we explained how in
the labor process under capitalism the
workers are paid only for a portion of
their working day. This is the value of
our wages, or variable capital. The
bosses pocket the value produced by
workers but not paid as wages, as surplus
value, or profit.
In order to produce commodities, the
capitalist boss buys the means of production (raw material, machines etc) or constant capital, and buys our labor power.
When the commodity is sold in the market, profit is realized because workers
are not fully paid for the value of what
they produce. The capitalists compete for
maximum profits or face takeover by
rival capitalists.
Understanding the relationship among
these concepts gives us powerful tools to
understand capitalism and how crisis develops, giving us opportunities for revolutionary change.
As communists
committed to building communist society we must grasp these concepts.
The Rate of Exploitation:
This is the ratio of unpaid to paid labor
and it gives us an idea of how much exploitation is taking place in a factory.
For example, in a garment factory in an
8 hour work day, if the workers spend 2
hours to produce their wages and spend
6 hours producing value for the boss, the
rate of exploitation is 3= (6/2)
The organic composition of capital,
or capital to labor ratio: (Capital
costs divided by labor costs)
This is a way of looking at the relationship between the constant capital
(machines and raw materials) to the
value of variable capital or wages. As
capitalism becomes more and more advanced, the bosses are forced to buy
more expensive machinery in order to remain more productive than their competition. This increases the organic
composition of capital, increasing the
share of constant capital like machines
in it. Workers are increasingly replaced
by machines, but the machines create no

value. Only workers create value. For
example in the jewelry industry the capital to labor ratio is now 0.21 to 1.0. For
every $1 spent on labor, $0.21 is allocated for capital costs.
The rate of profit :
The rate of profit is the ratio of profit
to the labor and materials which are
input. The capitalists’ interest is to increase the rate of profit. They do that by
bringing in machines. But any increase
in machinery will reduce the rate of
profit unless the rate of exploitation
changes. It is a fundamental con-

tradiction of capitalism that
when the capitalists try to increase production, efficiency
and profit by investing in machinery and laying off workers,
this very action makes the rate
of profit fall.

In the jewelry industry, the use of
technology in place of human labor has
increased over the past 5 years as electronic data exchange and inventory
management systems have taken over
many daily tasks. During this time,
wages have decreased, and workers
have been cut.
As bosses invest more in machinery
and raw materials, the rate of profit
tends to fall. The bosses’ only source of
profit is the exploitation of workers. So
as the boss lays off workers and produces more with more machines and
fewer workers, his rate of profit falls.
This is the key to understanding the law
of capitalism that Marx called the tendency of the rate of profit to fall.
In the next article we will talk about
the capitalists’ constant battle to counter
the falling rate of profit and how this
makes the crisis worse and how crisis
opens the doors for communist revolution and construction a society based on
the needs of the international working
class.

V = variable capital (portion of value produced by
workers that they receive in wages. Also called
living capital.)
S = surplus value (value produced by workers but
not paid as wages)
C = constant capital (means of production: raw
materials, machines, etc. Also called dead capital.)
(1) Rate of exploitation

s/v

A higher rate of exploitation means that the
bosses are getting a bigger share of what
the workers produce. Either wages are
`

decreasing or productivity is increasing.

(2) Organic composition of capital

c/v

Capitalist competition forces bosses to put
more money into expensive machinery.
Workers are replaced by machines, increasing
the organic composition of capital, but the
machi nes don’t create value.
(3) Rate of profit

s/(c+v)

Capitalists need the highest possible rate of
profit. Any increase in c or v will reduce the
rate of profit.
(4) Another formula for the rate of profit:
(s/v)/((c⁄v)+1)
We derive this formula by dividing the nume
rator and denominator in formula (3) by v.
This expression shows that if the rate of exploitation

(1) stays the same and the organic composi-

tion of capital (2) increases as it must, the rate of
profit falls. To maintain the rate of profit, the
bosses must increase the rate of exploitation – or
find some way to reduce the organic composition of
capital.

The final article on the series answering the
question “Does history repeat itself?” will
be in the next issue.

CLASS StrUggLe ShArpeNS IN SpAIN
The Spanish workers are fuming! You can
feel the same anger when talking to almost any
worker in the street: there’s no work, wages are
stagnant, the banks have carried out spectacular
open robbery and it’s the working class which
will have to pay for this thievery. Meanwhile the
political parties charge approximately 16 million
Euros ($US 20 million) every three months, as
the BOE (Official State Bulletin) published last
week, reporting on the subsidies received by
parties represented in the Congress of Deputies
(Communiqué in Spanish:
http://media.zenfs.com/es-ES/blogs/nacional/BOE-ayudas.jpg).
The people are going into the streets to protest
these injustices. Union leaders are having a field
day building themselves by saying that we have

to fight for reforms. Meanwhile the Spanish
government says that Spain is like its athletes
who have highs and lows and that when an athlete is hurt he tries to recuperate 100%. We in
the International Communist Workers’ Party
know that the struggles have to be for a communist revolution, that we don’t fight for reforms
because capitalism can’t “recuperate” to meet
workers’ needs.
The clashes with the police are more frequent
now and, logically, more violent. Not even journalists are spared the rubber bullets and the
clubs carried by the dogs who guard capitalism.
The struggle sharpens and this is an arena that
we in the ICWP are taking advantage of to mobilize the masses for communism.
—Comrade in Spain

ICWP has published our manifesto Mobilize the Masses for Communism. It’s available in English
and Spanish. Order your copy or
copies. Please send donations for the
costs of printing and mailing. We
also ask for your suggestions and
criticisms.

Write to : PMB 362
3175 S. Hoover St.,
Los Angeles, CA 90007
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Falling Rate of Profit is a Disaster for Workers:
communiSm Will aboliSH profitS, money & exploitation
In the last issue of Red Flag we explained how
capitalist bosses’ relentless pursuit of maximum
profit forces them to invest in machinery. In this
process, as machines replace workers, fewer
workers produce more commodities and therefore the value of commodities falls. Since only
workers’ labor can create value, fewer workers
now create less new value. At the same time, the
bosses’ costs for machinery go up, so the rate of
profit falls. This is an important law of capitalism. Unless the bosses take measures to counter
this tendency of the rate of profit to fall, serious
crises develop.
Suppose that the socially necessary labor time
to produce 100 loaves of bread is 1 hour. There
are two companies, A and B, producing bread and
they each have a certain market share. If company A makes a heavy investment in
machinery and now produces 500
loaves of bread an hour, the value of
one loaf of bread is now less than before because it requires less labor
time to produce.
In order to make profit, Company
A now must produce a lot more
bread, to recover the cost of the machines, and also to capture part of the
market of Company B. Company B,
which is still producing 100 loaves
an hour, can’t afford to sell its product as cheaply as Company A. It
must also invest in the newer machinery or it will go out of business.

Both companies are locked in a battle for survival. They attack the workers harder to extract
more surplus value from them.
In real life, there are more than two companies.
There are many capitalists spread over many
countries in different segments of industry desperately trying to maximize their profit. As the
example shows, the very action of individual capitalists to increase their profit causes the rate of
profit to decline over all.
An aspect of the law of value - that capital
must self-expand, that money must make more
money by stealing the value that workers produce
but aren’t paid for - can only operate if the capitalists resort to coercion and class violence to
lower workers’ wages and benefits.
Forcing the workers to work longer and faster
increases the surplus value, causing
the rate of profit to
go up. Reducing
wages has the same
effect. As fewer
workers are employed, the rising
army of the unemployed puts downward pressure on
wages as workers
are forced to accept
lower paying jobs.
The use of immigrant workers, es-

pecially undocumented people, racism and sexism, and moving jobs to countries where workers
are paid even less, are all used to lower wages.
Lowering workers’ living standards involves
coercion and violence.
The bosses threaten loss of jobs or use the police, migra, militia, and army against workers
who go on strike to force them to go back to
work. Recent massive strikes in Europe, the miners’ strikes in South Africa, Spain, and Australia
show how the working class fights back in the
face of bosses’ violent attempts to increase the
surplus value extracted from the working class.
This series on the political economy began by
looking at the contradiction between use value
and exchange value. Starting from this contradiction we have seen how this leads to class violence.
In the next article, we’ll show how crises of
overproduction and world war are the inevitable
outcomes of production for profit. Coming articles will show that communism is not only a necessity for the international working class, but the
only way to put an end to this bloodthirsty society
based on profit. As the 40 miners in South Africa
are laid to rest, let us recall Marx’s words written
over 150 years ago: “Capital is dead labor,that
vampire-like, only lives by sucking living labor.”
The international working class must put an end
to the reign of terror of capital by spreading the
revolutionary ideas outlined in Mobilize the
Masses for Communism.

HoW can We live WitHout money?
“How can we live without money?” many garment workers and others ask when we tell them
that in a communist society there won’t be any
money.
Many agree that it is possible to share everything according to need. “The problem,” they
conclude, “is that without money there won’t be
anything to share because without money we
won’t be able to produce anything.”

ICWP has published our manifesto Mobilize the Masses for Communism. It’s available in English
and Spanish. Order your copy or
copies. Please send donations for the
costs of printing and mailing. We
also ask for your suggestions and
criticisms.

Write to : PMB 362
3175 S. Hoover St.,
Los Angeles, CA 90007

The question is good; however, the conclusion exploited. The exploited produce this surplus and
is wrong. We can and will live without money be- the exploiters steal it for themselves.
The capitalists appropriate it because they own
cause our future depends on it. Explaining this is
not easy. Nevertheless, we need to learn to ex- the means of production and have their state applain it because it is indispensable for mobilizing paratus: security guards, laws, police, judges,
the masses for communism on which our future courts and jails to impose their will on us. We
can’t take home pants that we’ve just made or
depends more than on anything else.
Workers’ labor power: Only producer of
food we’ve just harvested—they call that stealvalue
ing.
However, they call the accumulation of the real
The solution is to understand that the only producer of value in the society is our labor power. robbery “wealth,” and under capitalism the rich
Money doesn’t produce anything. We can put a aren’t called thieves—they’re called “intellimillion workers with billions of dollars, or more, gent.”
The capitalists express this “wealth” as
in the desert, and they’ll die without doing anymoney
thing.
In capitalism, everything revolves around
However, if we put them there without money,
but with supplies and adequate machinery, they money. But money only represents the things we
can transform this desert into an enormous food produce: the clothes, the food, the cars, etc. That
is, that it’s only a representation of all the use
garden.
Who produces wealth?
value we produce which the bosses have stolen,
We workers produce value, use value, that is, minus the small portion they give us as wages.
The bosses convert the things we produce into
things that are useful for society, like clothes to
cover us from the elements, food to feed us and commodities because they add another value—
exchange value—that is, they exchange, or sell
houses to shelter us.
We don’t produce wealth—even though we them for money.
For the capitalists, exchange value is what desometimes wrongly call it that. The bosses-who
produce nothing-also don’t produce wealth. So, termines everything. Without money no one can
enjoy the use value that commodities have. That’s
where does wealth come from?
In the beginning, we human beings collec- why many of us die of hunger while food rots in
tively only produced use value and we barely stores.
produced enough for our daily consumption. But If there’s no profit, capitalism squanders our
labor power
with the discovery and development of agriculUnder capitalism, our labor power is one more
ture and domestication of animals, this changed.
From then on, we’ve produced much more commodity, which we are forced to sell for
than needed for daily consumption. This surplus money. But the bosses only employ us if they can
laid the basis for exploitation and divided
See WITHOUT MONEY, PAGE 7
society into classes: exploiters
and
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South Africa: “Miner Spring”

41,000 strikiNg miNers oN the march

RUSTENBERG,
SOUTH
AFRICA, September 10—Miners
in Marikana have been on strike
for a month against one of the
world’s largest platinum producers. The bosses in South Africa are
learning that it’s not so easy to stop
the masses in motion!
Not with the horrific hail of bullets on August 16 that murdered 34
miners and wounded 78, reminiscent of the Apartheid-era shootings
of protestors.
Not by accusing the 270 arrested miners of murdering their own comrades
under the Apartheid-era “common purpose” legal
farce, so obviously false that it had to be dropped.
Not with the cold-blooded murder of fourteen
rank-and-file leaders among the miners, hunted
down by the cops among the rocks of “Small
Koppie,”(a hill) a fact just emerging in the South
African press.
In spite of police attacks and politicians’ pleas,
10,000 striking miners at Lonmin’s Marikana
mine today marched from mine shaft to mine
shaft, chasing away scabs and keeping out 94%
of the work force. They are determined to fight
until they win the wage increase that they originally demanded that would more than double their
pay.
Lonmin Miners Deserve More than Higher
Wages; They Deserve Communism
Rock-drill operators, who do the hardest work
at the bottom of the mine, rejected the established
union as sleeping with the bosses. But the militant
independent union AMCU is just a union too. It
aims for a better deal while keeping the system of
exploitation intact. AMCU says it’s apolitical and
anti-communist. However, even red-led unions
accept the ground rules of capitalism: the bosses
own the mines and the factories and we just work

here.
South Africa has 80% of the world’s platinum
and 50% of its gold. Yet those who mine it live in
tin shacks on dusty roads, enslaved by debt to payday lenders. The riches go to the capitalists, and
the trade unions confine the struggle to fighting
for more and better crumbs. In a communist society, the value we produce will go to meet the
needs of the masses, not to swell the coffers of
some capitalist.
Sharpening crisis provokes workers’
worldwide fight-back
Marikana strikers, part of a global upsurge,
have inspired other workers. Fifteen thousand
gold miners walked out in an illegal strike on
Monday, and last week there was another wildcat
strike of 12,000 miners at the same company.
Miners from Spain to Russia are on strike.
Strikes of thousands of auto workers in India,
anti-austerity strikes in Greece, the Occupy movement in the US, and the Arab spring have shown
that as the world-wide capitalist crisis intensifies
the bosses’ attacks, workers are not taking this
lying down.
US, EU & China rivalry for resources:
prelude to war; smash all imperialists
European colonialism gave EU bosses a head

start and they still own most of African industry, including the Lonmin platinum
mine. But now, Africa is one of the places
where the inter-imperialist rivalry between the US, the EU, and China for
world domination is being fought out.
The US has concentrated on military
aid and alliances and a new military command, AFRICOM. In 2011 and 2012, US
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton made a
point of talking trash about Chinese imperialism in Africa during tours of the continent.
In contrast, Chinese companies, with
resources robbed from the workers during thirty
years of socialism, is developing the infrastructure
to systematically extract the mineral resources of
Africa. A Chinese company has just bought a huge
platinum mine in South Africa. The South African
bosses have been the best friends of the Chinese
bosses, fronting for Chinese policy in regional disputes. South African President Zuma was just in
Beijing, taking the chairmanship of the Forum for
China-Africa Cooperation.
African miners have taken on the new Chinese
bosses as well as the old European bosses. In
Zambia this summer, militant miners protesting
below-minimum wages at a Chinese-owned and
run coal mine killed a manager. Two managers at
the same company, who had fired on miners in an
earlier protest over wages, had all charges against
them dropped. Growing numbers of South
African workers see through the local bosses,
whose Black Empowerment Enterprises build
black capitalism on the backs of African workers,
as well as the government which sent the police
to attack them.
All over the world, the masses are mobilizing.
This is our opportunity to reject all imperialists
and bosses and Mobilize the Masses for Communism.

“Without revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary movement.” Lenin, What Is To Be Done

capitalist developmeNt leads to
crises of overproductioN
Workers need many things to survive. In capitalism, the only way to get these things is to sell
our labor power. Marx referred to this process as
a circuit of commodities, where our labor power
as a commodity is exchanged for money and that
money buys commodities we need.
Workers Need Useful Things;
Bosses Need Profit
But for the capitalist class it is quite the opposite. They start with money to buy raw materials,
factories, and our labor power to produce commodities. When these commodities are sold, they
make more money. Since only workers can create
more value than they are paid for, the bosses
make a profit when the products of our labor are
sold. This is the circuit of capital, where the
money the commodity is sold for (M1) is more
than the money that was invested (M). This circuit of capital is very important for capitalism and
it must occur as fast as possible. Any disruption
causes severe crisis.
Where does the money come from that capitalists need to buy raw materials, factories, and
pay for our wages, and then what happens to the
profit they make? As capitalism develops, competition makes the factories and machines more

complex and expensive. Industrial capitalists may of commodities falls, since they contain less labor
not be able to afford the higher costs. They call time. This is why a blank CD used to cost $2 and
on financial capitalists, who own banks, to lend now you can get it for a dime. Machines replace
them the money. A portion of the industrial capi- workers and since only workers create value, the
talist’s profits goes to the financial capitalists in rate of profit falls. Fewer workers produce lots
more commodities while at the same time capithe form of interest payments on loans.
Why can’t industrial capitalists always save talists have to buy expensive machinery.
For the financial capitalists, the actual process
money for future investments? Capital can only
expand by creating new value. Simply hoarding of production is of no concern. They’re not in
money prevents this from happening because it business to make chairs or cars but to make
removes it from the circuit of capital. To continue money. Their sole interest is to find a sector of
the circuit of capital, industrial and financial cap- industry or different place where maximum profit
italists must reinvest a large portion of their profit can be realized by making loans or buying stocks.
and interest from loans so that money makes For an industrial capitalist, however, organizing
production for a specific commodity is very conmore money.
More Machines, Less Workers = Falling
crete. Both industrial and financial capitalists deRate of Profit
pend on each other; but their conflicting interests
In the last issue of Red Flag we explained how cause the entire capitalist system of production
capitalists, locked in fierce competition, are to be destabilized. We will see this process in
forced to improve efficiency by constantly invest- more detail in future articles.
The process we have described where money
ing in better machinery. The first capitalists to
use the new machinery get a brief period to make makes more money is also called the process of
more profit by capturing a larger market share capitalist accumulation. In this process more and
and selling commodities more cheaply than their more value is created, thus the total value in sorivals. But as the rival capitalists catch up
with the new technology, the overall value See CAPITALIST CRISIS, page 7
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CRITICISM AND SUGGESTIONS

THIS IS THE PAPER OF THE WORKING CLASS. WE GET NO FUNDING FROM THE CAPITALISTS, THEIR FOUNDATIONS
OR NGOs. PLEASE GIVE GENEROUSLY TO HELP PAY FOR THE COSTS OF PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION.

Talking with Workers at Atomic Denim
The other morning I went to distribute the
newspaper at a garment factory called Atomic
Denim. I struck up a conversation with several
women workers. As I came up to a group waiting for the factory to open, they told me, “We already have the paper.”
“Yes, I know,” I said, “but she doesn’t because
she just got here.” I offered the paper to this
worker and she took it from me.
I told them that we’re fighting to end the bosses’ exploitation with a communist revolution.
They agreed that the bosses keep the major
part of the fruits of our labor. “They accumulate
millions. We accumulate debts,” concluded one
of them.
“A little while ago a millionaire bought his
daughter a mansion for $80 million. It is 70 thousand square feet because she and her two dogs
need a lot of space,” I told them, adding, “And
we, at most, barely have enough to buy a chic-

ken coop.”
“And its not ours,” intervened another, “because we never finish paying the bank for it.”
“Yes,” said another, “and if we pay it off, the
taxes are always there. If we can’t pay them, or
if we forget to when we’re old, the government
takes it away.”
Then we talked about how the capitalists treat
the veterans after sending them supposedly to
fight for “their country.” We all agreed that we
workers have no country. The countries belong
to the capitalists. When the veterans come back
from the wars they don’t have jobs or medical
care and that’s why many end up in the street.
When they die, if they don’t have money to buy
the hole in the ground, the bosses don’t bury
them, they burn them.
Almost at the end of the conversation, the
worker who came up last told the others, “I’ve
known them for thirty years,” and seeing the sur-

prise of some, she added, “more than thirty
years because then I wasn’t even pregnant with
my daughter, and she’s just turned thirty.”
She didn’t know me personally, but some of
our comrades. She told us briefly that she had
participated with us in a very sharp struggle
against the boss of a factory where she worked.
She asked me about the comrade who led the
struggle in this factory. I told her that she is still
active and that I would tell her that she sent her
greetings.
Unfortunately I had to end the conversation
because many workers were coming and there
were only two of us distributing the newspaper.
The distribution at this factory is excellent. The
workers gladly take the paper. The factory has
about 250 workers and about 200 of them regularly take the paper. Many sit or stand and read
it as soon as they receive it.
--Red Flag Distributor

In the Military: Fight Against Sexism &
For Communism

sex, etc. But in communism we’ll elevate
human beings to our maximum humanity, capable of seeing ourselves as a collective and developing our abilities.
That’s why we need to unite to fight for communism, where we’ll guarantee dialectically the
development of human beings passing from the
animal to the human.
I add congratulations to the comrade sailors
who are dedicated to fight for communism.
—Young Red in Mexico

I wanted to “convince them” that communism
and religion are not incompatible because we
basically want the same things for humanity.
Our connection and love for one another (camaraderie) will help drive and motivate our
communist share-and-share-alike system.
Communism will enhance love, kindness, and
compassion, allowing us to fully develop as humans capable of loving and being loved unconditionally. Capitalism promotes individualism,
selfishness, and greed, trying to keep us divided.
However, I had no one to debate with! Everyone there, including people of various religions,
all agreed and welcomed me to the group. A
pastor added that we should question who benefits from the divisions. Another person added
that if we want real change we’ll have to fight
for it. The group said that fighting for social justice and equality have been defining characteristics of most religions (when they aren’t
controlled by those who oppress and exploit
us) and that to do this they will have to dispel
the myth that pacifism can lead to this change.
Nobody objected to the idea that communism
would be the optimal society. But several had
questions as to what went wrong with old communist movements and why communism was
not achieved. I invited them to read our analysis in Mobilize the Masses for Communism.
Several took copies, and two gave me their
contact information.
We are living in exciting times. It seems that
growth and development are occurring more
quickly than I am realizing. People are waking
up to the fact that capitalism is destroying humanity and Earth and that this is a battle we’ll
have to fight together to win.
—LA Comrade

I read attentively the letter written by a sailor.
I thought a lot about his last sentence: “Now
man is outside himself while he works, and
feels at home when he acts like an animal.” I
have a friend who is a soldier with whom I’ve
had a couple of encounters. He’s serious and a
little nervous and weary for his young age. He
asked me to have a romantic relationship. I’ve
told him that I wouldn’t agree because relationships need time to be consolidated. That’s
why I paid attention to what the sailor friend
wrote, “All we look forward to is eating and sleeping, the animal pleasures, and we feel at
home when we act like an animal.”
I’m struggling with my soldier friend politically. I don’t want us to be a couple. For me this
is a great opportunity to start to build the Party
in the army. I told him that my goal with him is
to be friends and to talk about the Party, but he
wasn’t interested in that. I emphasized that it is
vital for us to organize in the army and that we
need conscious, communist soldiers. He continued to push for a relationship, but I remained
firm and told him that I didn’t want that.
Now he texts me about it. Honestly, I feel harassed. I consider that there’s a lot of work to
do in the army, but not this way.
I’ve learned to be more cautious in the relations that I establish with soldiers, because
when I’ve tried to get to know them, the first
thing they look for is a romantic relationship.
We should struggle against sexism in the army
just as in other sectors of society.
That’s why, rather than feeling like an animal
at home, we should feel human. Animals are
what the bosses turn us into: animals who only
respond to our physiological needs for food,

Religious People Open to Communist
Ideas
During the Seattle summer project I eagerly
attended Occupy Seattle’s all-day “Everything 4
Everyone” festival. I have friends in Occupy
Los Angeles and was interested in seeing similarities and differences within this mass movement. I took part in a discussion group on
religion.

CAPITALIST CRISIS from page 8
ciety is expanding. This process can go on as
long as the value created (or profit made) goes
back into the circuit of capital to make more
money. However, the same process of capital accumulation creates obstacles to the circuit of capital. As the rate of profit falls, it is harder for the
capitalists to find a place to invest and make a
profit. So they have to invest where the risks are
higher, like speculating, which eventually leads
to financial crisis.

Crisis of Overproduction

Thus, the very process which creates
value begins to restrict the creation of value.
Competition makes the capitalists build up more
productive capacity and products than can be sold
in the market. This is a crisis of capitalism: credit
freezes, factories go idle, workers are laid off,
their homes are foreclosed, businesses fail, banks
go bankrupt, devaluing capital. Governments and
corporations reduce wages, benefits, and pensions. Mountains of commodities fill up the warehouses while the workers go hungry, homeless

and without essential things they need to survive.
This is the crisis of overproduction which we are
in today.
The capitalists’ reaction to this crisis is destruction and the devaluing of capital. Next we will
look at the aspects of this crisis of overproduction
where various imperialist powers are engaged in
violent destruction of their rivals’ capital. We
will see how this crisis inevitably leads to world
war and how it opens the doors for the working
class to create an egalitarian communist society.
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ComPetition for Profit makeS World War
and CommuniSt revolution inevitable
The last column explained that the only way
capitalists can create profit is by investing in the
process of production. This is called a circuit of
capital: capitalists invest money (M) in factories,
raw materials, and workers’ wages and exploit
labor to produce commodities (C). When these
commodities are sold in the market, the boss
makes more money (M1). However, competition
among capitalists using more machines and fewer
workers forces the rate of profit to fall.
Competition for profits causes a massive production of commodities that cannot be sold and
capital that is unable to produce value in the circuit of capital. The capitalists respond by intensifying the exploitation of labor by speed-up,
wage cuts, and looking fr cheap sources of raw
materials, like oil and minerals to restore the rate
of profit, as well as competing for markets to sell
their commodities.
Today, major imperialists like the US, China,
Europeans and emerging imperialists like Brazil,
India, and South Africa are locked in a worldwide
battle to control natural resources. The recent oil
wars in Iraq and coming wars with Iran and possibly Venezuela show that the imperialist bosses
must forcibly occupy areas with natural resources
for their own use and to prevent their rivals’ access to them.
Wherever there are mines, oil, or coal, workers
from South Africa to China to Mexico and the US
are ruthlessly attacked as the bosses try to reduce
the cost of these natural resources. Wage cuts reduce workers’ ability to buy the things we need
to survive.
To make a profit while the value of commodities is falling, capitalists must expand their markets. This intensifies rivalry among imperialists

who compete for the same shrinking markets and
resources, including materials and the exploition
of workers’ labor power.
As capital cannot be absorbed in the circuit of
capital and commodities cannot be sold, destruction and devaluation of capital begins. Mountains of commodities that workers need, such as
food and houses, are physically destroyed,
thrown out or sold for lower prices. Factories lie
empty. The imperialists fight over who will bear
the brunt of devaluation. Within a country, the
conflict among capitalists, and between finance
and industrial capitalists, intensifies. Some capitalists survive at the expense of many. The capitalists who survive impose their increased
exploitation on workers.
The declining rate of profit leads to riskier investments and attempts to conceal the risk, leading to a financial crisis and speculation.
Some imperialist countries, in order to save
their own capitalists, create barriers to markets
and capital while at the same time trying to limit
their rivals’ markets.
Both financial crises and crises of overproduction are built into capitalism. All attempts to overcome them only create conditions for their
intensification.
Major imperialist wars become the imperialist
bosses’ solution to their competition, shrinking
markets and crises. We are in the shadow of
looming wider imperialist wars and world war in
which the US, Chinese, European and other imperialists will violently destroy their rivals and
try to capture world markets for profit. World
War II gave rise to US world domination, and the
domination of dollar. Today, the US position is
severely weakened. China has replaced the US’s

market domination in many areas. However, militarily the US still remains a dominant force. It
still has bases in Germany, Japan and over 1000
more worldwide. Chinese bosses won’t allow the
US to control the oil, other resources and sea
lanes they need to power their rising empire.
This has put the US and Chinese bosses on a collision course for re-division of the world markets.
Both groups of bloodthirsty imperialist exploiters
will intensify exploitation, racism, nationalism
and fascist movements to prepare armies to fight
the bosses’ wars for profit. The US electoral circus is part of this drive.
However, during WWI, the Russian working
class, led by their Communist Party, made a revolution against capitalism. After WWII, the Chinese did the same, although fighting for socialism
made their reversal inevitable.. Today the working class is rising up, as we see in heroic struggles
in South Africa, Latin America, Europe, the Middle East and China against slave-labor working
conditions. Now we communists can mobilize
masses of workers, preparing our class ideologically for communist revolution that will put an
end to capitalist production and wars for profit
for good. We’ll build a communist society where
there will be no production for exchange, no
money. The working class will produce for need.
Karl Marx wrote in the Communist Manifesto,
“What the bourgeoisie therefore produces, above
all, are its own grave-diggers. Its fall and the victory of the workers are equally inevitable.”
Next: The function of money under capitalism
and how a society without money will be organized.

SailorS Want to bury CaPitaliSm
“I’m joining to be a hero. I’m protecting our
freedom. I love my country. I’m proud to be an
American.”
These are the reasons US Navy sailors use for
getting promotions and pay raises—the pretend
reasons.
But in reality sailors’ reasons have nothing to
do with these empty, abstract slogans. Their actual reasons express the same struggles shared by
the entire international working class.
All the reasons working class sailors join the
Navy are rooted in problems that arise from the
capitalist system.
“I joined the Navy because every job I’ve ever
had always lacked a sense of worth,” said a US
Navy sailor.
“Not a lot of pats on the back at Walgreens,”
said one sailor, a former manager for two years
at Walgreens.
In capitalism, workers do not come together to
manage the economy. Instead, the bosses’ profits
blindly decide which products are produced and
who suffers from this as a consequence of producing them as cheaply as possible.
“I needed to find stability in the face of a shitty
economy,” said a sailor, a college graduate in his
late twenties.
Graduating from college leaves most workers
with a punishing amount of debt and disenchanted with the myth that college leads to success. “A big reason I joined was to pay off my
school loans,” said another sailor.
“The government loaned me money for a

meaningless piece of paper and
now it’s a wash,” he said about his
business degree.
Most sailors know that traveling
is the privileged business of the
capitalists and their friends. Joining the navy is a workers’ only real
option to see some of the world.
“We’re always saving up from
our jobs and not getting anywhere,” said a sailor. “I thought
this was the only way to see the
world.”
Seeing the world only causes
sailors to further challenge the
bosses’ ideas. Most sailors don’t
buy into the empty slogans of patriotism and nationalism. They see
through ideas that confuse freedom with maintaining capitalist
power.
“The Navy is only giving me
some financial empowerment,” said another
sailor, who is familiar with workers’ struggles in
South America. “It’s a career that is fair in comparison to the average private company, where
you have to kiss ass and bend over backwards,
just so any day they can lay you off to maximize
profits. That being said, it has not given me freedom. I am actually sacrificing part of my freedoms in order to build a future.”
The problems that actually determine most
sailors’ decision to join the Navy are all rooted in

miserable capitalism. The only real solution to
the problems that cause sailors to join the Navy
is to blast capitalism to bits with communist revolution. Sailors must join the fight to build communism, a world for all workers where we will
collectively confront our problems and produce
for the needs of the working class, not the bosses’
profits. Collectively we’ll defend communist
workers’ rule.
Future reports will show the deepening understanding of these sailors.
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imperialists running out of
economic solutions
US Imperialism is no longer the undisputed
economic master of the world. Just ten years ago
a US dominated International Monetary Fund
(IMF) strutted the globe dishing out “Structural
Adjustment Policies.”. These policies cut subsidies to health care, housing, and education on
continent after continent, and they opened up national economies to the unbridled exploitation of
the US dollar. The policy was called the “Washington Consensus.”
None of that confidence can be found in the
latest IMF report, “Coping with High Debt and
Sluggish Growth.” In fact the report suggests that
economic remedies cannot cope with the high
debt at all. It says that neither of the two strategies capitalists normally employ – austerity or
Keynesian spending – will work.
Does this mean capitalism is about to collapse?
No, it means the shape of a new world order is
beginning to emerge. It means military might is
becoming more important than ever.
Armed Might: An Economic Tool
“East Asia is now a renminbi bloc,“ an article
in the Financial Times (10/22) argued, “because
the currencies of seven out of ten countries in the

region – including South Korea, Indonesia, Taiwan, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand – track
the renminbi (China's currency) more closely
than the US dollar, as do the economies of India,
Chile, Israel, South Africa and Turkey.” The article does not mention it, but Kaddafi’s Libya
would have made that list as well. . . before the
invasion.
This replacement of the US dollar as the
world's reserve currency has been developing for
some time. It is neither complete nor irreversible,
but it has accelerated since the present crisis
broke out in 2008. It has resulted in Washington's
military 'pivot toward Asia' and the unleashing of
a financial weapon: “Quantitative Easing.”
Quantitative Easing is a strategy that prints so
many extra US dollars that everyone knows the
real economy will be unable to support them,
now or in the future. It is, in effect, a devaluation
of the dollar.
Devalued Dollar Makes Red Flag Vital
This devaluation does three things. It makes it
easier to pay back its debt (money it borrowed in
'real' dollars is now being paid back in 'devalued'
dollars)! It makes US exports cheaper. Finally, it

allows US Banks to swamp rival economies with
investment dollars – a measure which threatens
them with inflation. As Red Flag has reported in
earlier articles, rival imperialists have condemned
it.
By Sept. 14, 2012, when the US announced its
third 'Quantitative Easing,' the major rivals were
prepared. Europe, Japan and China had already
taken similar measures. A full scale currency war
– marked by competitive devaluations – had
begun. The world's first currency war (1921 1936), competitive devaluations by rival
economies, led directly to the outbreak of World
War II.
The demolition of the post World War II order
will not mean the end of the world. It will mean
world war, sooner or later. However, it also
means the unleashing of the revolutionary energy
of billions of workers, soldiers and students.
Which way that energy is expressed – in nationalist and fascist movements or communist revolutions - depends upon us. The building of Red
Flag readership is a vital and immediate response
to the “Quantitative Easing” schemes of all the
miserable imperialists!

money: can’t serVe the needs of
the working class
We need money to buy food, but we cannot eat
money when we are hungry. We spend most of
our life making money and worrying about it. If
we don’t have it, we can lose our home or go hungry. The drive for money causes wars. What is
money? How is money used in capitalist society
and what problems does it create?
As we explained in previous articles, under
capitalism, commodities have two contradictory
aspects: use value and exchange value. The owners of the means of production, the capitalists,
steal surplus value from workers who make the
products that the capitalists sell. These commodities, produced by workers but owned by
capitalists, must be exchanged in the market
place for the surplus value to be turned into actual
profits
Under capitalism, the market is a place
where commodities are exchanged.
But without a way to measure the value of
commodities, exchange would be chaotic and unpredictable. Money resolves this problem for the
capitalists by embodying the value of each commodity and thus provides a universal means of
exchange. The exchange value of a commodity
is how much human labor must be spent to produce that commodity, and the average price of
that commodity is proportional to that value. By
giving a monetary value to each commodity (that
is, a price), money also makes the circulation of
commodities much easier. For example if it takes
twice the amount of labor to produce a pizza
compared to a loaf of bread, the average price of
a pizza would be twice the average price of a loaf
of bread. However, since money is a universal
commodity, it allows us to exchange any commodity for another rather than simply bartering
two loaves of bread for a pizza.
Historically, different commodities, such as
gold, silver, and banknotes, have served as
money. But no matter what commodity is chosen
to represent money, money measures exchange

value and makes the circulation of commodities
(use values) possible. In this way money reflects
the duality between use and exchange value.
As long as there is a steady and reliable supply
of money, market exchange can go on without a
problem. However, there is a fundamental contradiction. Workers’ labor power produces commodities. Although capitalist production is for
exchange, there is no way to predict or guarantee
that commodities produced will be exchanged for
their value. If there isn’t enough demand for the
product, there will be conflict between the value
of a commodity and its market price. In the worst
case, the product will not sell at all. For example,
in the year 2008, 6 million cars went unsold in
the US because the buyers didn’t have enough
money to buy them. Where previously money
made the exchange of commodities possible,
money now comes into conflict with the exchange of commodities and prevents it from happening.
This contradiction between money and
commodities makes the demand for money
change constantly.
Thus, production and consumption in a society
changes over time, which destabilizes money.
Money becomes unreliable in measuring the exchange value of a commodity and in sending appropriate signals to capitalists about how much
of a given commodity to produce for its use
value. This causes the labor value of a commodity to diverge from its market price, causing a severe crisis. There are two possible solutions to
resolve this crisis of the supply of money.
The first one is hoarding, when individuals or
institutions withdraw money from circulation,
thus reducing the available supply. When money
is hoarded, it stores value which can be injected
back into circulation in the future. Hoarding
slows down the circulation of money, slowing
down buying, selling, and the accumulation of
profits. Hoarding is extremely detrimental to

capitalism since only when money is in circulation can it be invested in production to create
value and make profits. In the financial crisis of
2007, serious hoarding of money by financial institutions deepened the crisis.
The opposite of hoarding is credit, when buying and selling takes place in the hope that a payment for value will be made in the future. Credit
makes economic activity take place with less
money than is available. It artificially inflates the
price of commodities, as happened during the
housing bubble. Credit creates debt and more
credit is used to pay debt. Credit inevitably lays
the basis for speculative bubbles. Ultimately
when debts become due, there is not enough
money to settle accounts. This is what happened
in the financial crisis in US in 2008 and has been
recently unraveling in Europe.
Money, whose historic role under capitalism is
to embody the duality between use value and exchange value to make exchange possible, inevitably exposes the contradiction between use
and exchange value. The attempt to resolve this
contradiction forces capitalism to go through periodic cycles of hoarding and credit. In either
case, the crisis exposes the very use of money and
its inability to serve the needs of the working
class.
(Next: we discuss how only in communism,
when workers own all the means of production,
production for exchange will end, and so will the
need for money.)
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Behind the Dollar:
bombs and blood
After the crushing defeat of Nazi Germany at
the gates of Stalingrad in 1943 by the heroic Soviet Red Army, the US capitalists saw a huge opportunity to control the world’s markets and
economy. The vast British empire was weakened, much of Europe and Japan were in ruins
and the Soviet Union had suffered enormous destruction. At Bretton Wood, the US, the world’s
largest creditor nation in 1944, led a conference
of the allied countries to rebuild the war-devastated economy. Serious disagreements emerged
at the conference as the British delegation, led by
economist Keynes, tried to block US domination.
The US proposal to create the World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund ended inconclusively.
US Bosses Impose Will With Atom Bomb
In the summer of 1945, the US dropped atom
bombs on Japan. A few months later, Britain,
along with all other allied powers, unanimously
accepted the US proposals from Bretton Woods.
By using the most lethal weapon of mass destruction, the US bosses guaranteed that the US dollar
was accepted as the reserve currency by every nation. This also gave the US veto power in the
IMF, thus ensuring that US imperialists can borrow money without limits. To ensure complete
US domination, in the waning years of WWII,
when the German army was in retreat and Japan
had collapsed, the US carried out merciless firebombing of Germany, Japan and even parts of
France to destroy their industrial base and terrorize masses of workers.
Marshall Plan--Control Industry, Stop
Communism
As World War II ended, the rebuilding of Europe commenced under the US-led Marshall
Plan. Its aim was to ensure the US military occupation of Europe, dismantle German banks and
heavy industry and undermine Britain and
France. It ideologically and financially countered
communism as millions of workers in the world

Obama in Myanmar
from page 5
With a military base at Banda Aceh, a small island at the tip of Indonesia, and its overwhelming
naval power, the US currently controls this strategic passage way and its adjacent sea lanes.
One of the US’ main military objectives is to
guarantee China’s continued dependence on this
strategic strait and sea lanes. That means denying
China access to other routes, either by land or sea.
For this Myanmar is crucial.
Myanmar is crucial to China’s need to break
out of the US iron encirclement
Myanmar is what some Chinese diplomats call
“China’s second coast.” It is China’s gateway by
land to the Bay of Bengal in the Indian Ocean.
This route bypasses the Strait of Malacca.

were looking for an alternative to capitalism. It
allowed the US to force European countries, in
spite of their huge reserves of coal, to convert
theirpower plants from coal to oil. This they had
to buy in dollars from Middle Eastern countries
controlled by the US. Japan’s rebuilding also involved the US occupation of Japan by half a million US troops and the dismantling of Japanese
banks and heavy industry.
The victory of the Chinese Red Army in 1949
and the heroic role of the working class in the Soviet Union in defeating Nazi Germany inspired
millions of workers around the world to fight
capitalism. To ensure that masses of workers in
Japan and Germany did not embrace communism, the US carried out a policy of a major concessions to German and Japanese capitalists. In
Germany, the focus of the US-led policy was to
manufacture sophisticated machines for US the
heavy industries. A major German company,
Siemens, which had built the Nazi war machine,
was allowed to produce machine parts for US
corporations. Today Siemens is a major supplier
of crucial machinery for Boeing. The aim of rebuilding Japan under US occupation was to use
cheap Japanese labor to produce consumer goods
such as home appliances, electronics and automobiles.
Decline of One Imperialist, Rise of Others
Since WWII, US imperialism has steadily declined with the emergence of China, Germany,
Russia, etc. The unprecedented productive capacity of China, Germany, Japan and other
emerging capitalist countries has caused the decline of dollar. However, since the dollar is still
the major reserve currency in the world, its decline constantly destabilizes the world economy.
The relative decline of the dollar is forcing either
hoarding of dollars or creation of credit by the US
ruling class. In either case it accelerates the decline of the dollar, along with its market.
The domination of US imperialism and the

power of the US dollar were created as a result
of WWII. The financial institutions such as the
IMF, the World Bank, and various trade agreements which continue to serve US imperialism
are being challenged by the Chinese and other
imperialists. However weak the dollar is today,
it can only be replaced through another major imperialist war. The oil wars in Iraq, Iran, Libya,
Syria and other wars raging around the world
show that US imperialists will not give up their
domination.
Communist Revolution Will End the Rule of
Money
As the US, China and other imperialists prepare for a world war to determine which currency
will dominate the world, the only choice the
working class has is organize a communist revolution and to build a communist society where
there is no money and there are no imperialist
bosses. Our next article will be about how society can be built without money and the ideological struggle involved in it.

Soon China’s oil and gas supplies from Africa,
the Middle East, and Myanmar itself will be
transported over land by pipelines being built
from Myanmar’s coast to China’s western
provinces.
Roads and railroads are already being built
connecting Myanmar and China. Myanmar will
become the hub for Beijing’s projected highspeed rail network linking China with the countries of Southeast Asia, South Asia, the Middle
East and Europe.
It would enable China’s exports and imports to
and from the world’s market to bypass the
Malacca Strait. It would also serve as a “steel
highway” to transport military troops and equipment, massively and rapidly.
Myanmar is central to China’s future blue
water navy
Naval power will play a decisive role in decid-

ing who will dominate the Asia-Pacific region
and the world. China is building a navy to challenge the US dominance of the seas.
Myanmar with its deep water ports provides
China an escape from the shallow waters of the
South China Sea, where it’s navy, especially its
submarines, can be hemmed in and destroyed by
the US and its allies.
Let’s prepare to turn the guns around for a
communist revolution!
Only communism can put an end to capitalism’s unending need for wars and world wars. We
call on the youth of all countries to join the military or go into the basic industries to organize soldiers, sailors and industrial workers for this fight.
We call on all workers, soldiers and youth to join
ICWP to mobilize the masses for communism to
end the horrors of capitalism.
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Capitalism’s Goal: Profit
our goal: Communist soCial relations
“The theory of communism may be summed
up in one sentence. Abolish all private property.”
Marx wrote this in the Communist Manifesto,
when violent revolutions and civil wars engulfed
Europe in 1848. Capitalism, born out of the violent overthrow of feudal society and its ideology,
is based on private property. The capitalists own
all the means of production. The working class
has nothing but our labor power to sell.
When capitalism was emerging from feudalism, the rising capitalists had to fight many violent battles to smash the feudal lords and their
state power. They had to win the workers to the
idea that capitalism meant freedom for workers
to decide where to work, live and what to buy.
By analyzing capitalism, Marx showed that
capitalists are the enemy of the working class.
They materially profit from our labor, and their
so-called freedom is nothing but wage slavery.
The superficial appearance of “fair” exchange of
wages for our labor power through money hides
the essence that the capitalists steal part of the
value we produce. Payment of money for our
labor power is therefore a punishment, not a reward.
As we have shown, the contradiction in commodity production is between use value and exchange value. Capitalist production is primarily
for exchange value, to make profit. Before workers can use a commodity, it must first be exchanged. No matter how hungry workers are, if
they can’t buy food with money, they starve.
Workers spend all their lives as wage slaves, exchanging money for things they need to survive.
For workers, money is a commodity to be exchanged for other commodities. But for the capitalists, money is a social relationship, it is
capital. Capitalists own factories, banks etc.,
where capitalists and workers face each other as

exploiters and exploited with opposing interests.
This private ownership of the means of production propels a capitalist frenzy to compete for
maximum profit. We witness the horrors of profit
as we see factory fires incinerating garment
workers in Bangladesh, bombs falling in Gaza
and capitalists facing off in Syria to decide who
will control enormous oil profits
.

ICWP is mobilizing the masses to
build a communist society after overthrowing capitalism. This will involve
hundreds of millions of workers in
smashing centuries-old capitalist ideologies of individualism, racism and
sexism.

The foundation of communism will be the abolition of money and private property, which make
exploitation possible. Money is what makes private ownership possible, at the same time that it
makes the sale of commodities possible. Only a
handful of capitalists decide what to produce and
distribute-for profit.
Under communism, what we need will be distributed without money.
This distribution and its production will require a mass party entrenched in the lives of the
international working class. This party, involving
millions upon millions, will guarantee collective
planning and action about what to produce and
how to distribute it to satisfy the needs of the
masses.
These are not abstract ideas. We can see
glimpses of how society can be built without
money when we see workers organizing and
helping each other under horrific conditions.
After Hurricane Sandy, workers risked their own
lives to save others. Food and other necessities

were distributed based on need. In Bangladesh,
after the deadly garment factory fires, tens of
thousands of workers walked off their jobs for
several days to help thousands of other workers
affected by the fire.
Workers gladly sacrifice at enormous personal
risk to reach out to fellow workers in times of
need. These are nascent communist relationships
that will thrive when private ownership is abolished and workers will be able to produce for
need, not profit.
Under communism, because production will
be for need, masses will train the whole working
class to do many things with scientific understanding. The narrow division of labor that capitalism creates for profit will be abolished. No
one will only be a doctor, engineer, teacher, or
garment worker. By eliminating the division between mental and manual labor, we will unleash
everybody’s creative potential. When workers
realize that no bosses benefit from their labor,
they will gladly work hard for the common good.
Because production under communism will be
for need, it will free up the labor of millions of
people doing useless things that only support the
profit system, like salespeople, accountants, insurance agents, lawyers, managers, supervisors,
police, people employed in advertising, etc.
These things promote individualism and capitalist relations.
In communist society the most important goal
in the production and distribution of things will
be creating communists and winning the masses
to communism. To consolidate and advance
communism, masses of communists will have to
wage a life and death ideological battle against
individualism, as we develop broad communist
social relations.

Forty years oF revolutionary struggle
EL SALVADOR--This is part of my history of
struggle since 1972. I am a farm worker who
was first organized in that year and started to
take some classes to make me aware of why we
have to struggle against a system called capitalism.
I started my clandestine activities, like distributing leaflets and propaganda, and participating in
marches in San Salvador in the years 19731975. When we went to these demonstrations, we were met with
repression from the National Guard
and the State Police. That was the
answer the bosses gave to our
struggles then, and they still continue this system of repression now.
In the years 1976-1977, I
worked in the community. The
government already treated us as
communists and subversives, and I
still didn’t know what that was. At
the end of 1977 I was taken prisoner and they took me on foot
through the whole country, from
Morazán to Santa Ana. I spent
months in prison and I was tortured
by the police. They released me in
1978.
When I went to trial before a
judge and he told me that I had accepted that I was a subversive

communist, I did what a comrade told me to do: I
never lowered my gaze and never took my eyes
off my hangmen.
When they released me, I returned to my family and started to sleep in the mountains together with them and the whole community I’d lived
with. In 1978-1979, when the government’s repression was greater, I was transferred to the
guerrilla camps, together with other companions,

and began receiving instructions in handling weapons.
At the beginning we didn’t have large weapons and only defended ourselves with pistols,
sling shots, and machetes. When the larger
weapons came, like the G-3 Israeli assault rifle
and others, we could confront the police with
greater force.
In 1983, I was wounded in combat in the city
of Berlin in the eastern department of Usulután. When I recuperated, I went into the area of
logistics of weapons and ammunition, until 1992, when they signed the peace accords, which
had nothing to do with peace.
But the struggle didn’t end.
Now, organized in the International Communist Workers’ Party, I
am conscious that the struggle
together with the city workers is
immediate and necessary. My
life-long partner and I are organized, working for a better world in
which we workers are the ones
who lead.
This is only the first letter that
I’m writing. I will continue writing
for the newspaper Red Flag.
—Veteran Red Farmworker

